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Offering-tables coming to light after long burial
beneath rubble and sand. Fabien Balestra
(kneeling) and Scott Allan (standing) supervise
excavation at the Great Aten Temple in March 2020.
View to the north-east.
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Inlay of a hand, with fingers and thumb brought together as if in an action.
It probably belongs to a human figure (Nefertiti?) in which exposed body
parts are made from separate inlays. The material is a fine-grained yellow
stone, probably quartzite. Dimensions 2.5 x 23 x 1.3 cm. T24 (17978).
S-12365 from T24 (17978, Great Aten Temple excavations.
Photo by Andreas Mesli.
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Amarna, autumn 2019
and the year 2020
The last issue of Horizon covered activities into the latter part of 2019, by which time a
second season of fieldwork (at the Great Aten Temple) had been completed (September
30th and November 11th). The fears occasioned by the corona-virus contagion which
began to have widespread disruptive effects in the spring of 2020 inevitably had an
impact on the planned programme of work. Progress was, nevertheless, possible. The
planned period of work at the Great Aten Temple took place between February 15th and
March 29th although some elements of the programme had to be cut short. The year
ended with a study season between September 29th and November 27th. Illustrated
reports on these seasons are available on the Amarna Project web site:
www.amarnaproject.com/pages/recent_projects/excavation/great_aten_temple

The following is a summary (by Barry Kemp) of where the research is going.

Understanding the temple.
Should we see it as a people’s temple?
Unusually for a major temple, the site of the Great Aten Temple preserves direct
evidence for what people actually did within its huge limits. Interpreting the
evidence is often not straightforward, however. Nevertheless, the gradual
accumulation of observations and the constant reconsideration of previous
conclusions do gradually lead one towards an understanding, though the process
will always remain incomplete. The search is also complicated by the major
alterations to layout that took place during the Amarna Period (Figure 1).
The main underlying question is this. In contrast to traditional practice, a large part
of the layout for offerings was not only in the open air, it was dwarfed by the
seemingly boundless flat surrounding spaces. The whole resembles a showground,
its attractions accessible to large crowds. Does this simple parallel provide a
believable key to what was going on, even though its inclusive outlook is contrary
to the way that Akhenaten is often perceived? It does offer a working hypothesis
which explains much. Is there another that is as successful but is less radical in its
implications?

The wish to be granted offerings and
provisions in the House of the Aten for ever
The wish is expressed by several of Akhenaten’s officials in their tombs, tying their
spiritual future to the Great Aten Temple. The great enclosure contains two centres
of activity. One is towards the front whilst the other is towards the back. They seem
to be united by the idea of offerings yet organised along different lines. The front
zone includes the multitude of offering-tables, at least a thousand, mostly of mud
brick but some built of limestone, laid out as a single field but in discrete blocks.
An intriguing find in 2017, within the rubble, was of two mud bricks on which
information had been written in hieratic. The information included personal names
(one of them possibly Panehsy). The bricks appeared not to have been mortared
into place and could have been temporary ownership markers.

Figure 1. In the foreground the remains of two phases
of the Great Aten Temple lie exposed, both belonging
to the first period of the temple’s history. The stone
rectangles came first and were then covered with a
mud floor to which a low ramp had been added
(running up from right to left beyond the metre scale).
This landscape had later been buried beneath a thick
layer of rubble which created a new elevated surface
for the rebuilt temple. In the background are the
reconstructed outlines of the front of the stone
temple. View to the east.
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Figure 2. A group of four mud-brick offering-tables on the south side of the temple. They had
been protected in modern times by a spoil heap left by earlier archaeologists which can be
seen in section on the left. Beneath it the excavation has cut through a layer of sand which had
been spread over the offering-tables during the Amarna Period in order to bury them.
Archaeologists Fabien Balestra (left) and Scott Allan (closer to the centre) help to prepare the
site for final photography and planning. View to the south.

Figure 2 (and the front cover) shows a sample of offering-tables
from the spring 2020 excavation season. The state of
preservation is the result of deliberate burial mid-way through
the Amarna Period. Those around the front of the temple were
buried by rubble almost certainly derived from a temporary
retaining wall which the builders of the enlarged stone temple
needed for their work (Horizon 15, Autumn 2014, p. 6). In
Figure 2 one can see how this material ran out around the side
of the temple and had to be replaced by sand. The attempt to
bury them had, however, been left unfinished and a large part of
the field of offering-tables was left exposed. This is highlighted
by aerial photographs and particularly by a photogrammetric
survey undertaken by Paul Docherty in the spring of 2020
(Figure 3a).
The localised burial of the offering-tables was part of a redevelopment of the site which replaced the open field of simply
made offering-tables with an almost equally large number of
stone examples which were placed within the monumental
setting of the Long Temple (for which the ancient name might
have been Gem-pa-Aten). Does the replacement carry the
implication that, perhaps by means of side entrances, the new
layout was also open to the public?

Figure 3a. Photogrammetric map of part of the south-west sector of the
Great Aten Temple enclosure. North is towards the bottom. The
reconnaissance strip is a southwards extension of the excavation trench of
2020. Colouring and shading are entirely topographic. The absence of the
colour variation of the desert surface, in part created by shallow deposits of
village rubbish, allows the slight undulations of the surface to be more clearly
visible. Some of the annotations are provisional interpretations only. The
irregular lines especially in the top right part of the image are ‘noise’ from
incomplete processing of the data. Photogrammetry by Paul Docherty.

A second distinctive feature of the front area is the low
rectangular platforms surrounded by small basins and troughs,
all thickly coated with gypsum plaster which was regularly
renewed (possibly on an annual basis). The group which was
created on top of the levelling-rubble and so contemporary with
the rebuilt stone temple was re-examined in the spring of 2019
after an original excavation over the years 2013–2015
(Figure 4). The re-examination highlighted the amount of
small-scale activity that went on around them. The ground
became soaked with water, small pottery jars were set upright in
the ground possibly along with wooden stands, a single stone
block (part of an offering-table?) was laid on a bed of gypsum
mortar. Most strikingly a heavy object, perhaps a wooden
sledge, was dragged across the site beside the platforms. The
working hypothesis generates the explanation that the platforms
were places where the dead were laid out for a washing
ceremony before being taken for burial in one of the cemeteries.
If we combine the two main features – platforms where for a
short time the dead laid claim to a presence in the temple, and
offering-tables where the same dead, through the reciting of
their names, were allocated portions of the general offerings
regularly laid out – we perhaps have a layout dedicated to
serving the people of Amarna in their quest for immortal
well-being.
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Figure 3b. Plan of the front part of the Great Aten Temple showing excavation
results so far. The area of the photogrammetry survey of Figure 3a is marked.
The main conclusion to be drawn is that the burial of the offering-tables was
never completed.

Figure 4. A portion of the front of the Great Aten Temple in its later phase. A line of
rectangular platforms surrounded by basins and troughs, all coated with gypsum
plaster, cross the area from side to side and lie adjacent to the monumental front of
the temple. The irregular edges to the dark mud surface are the edges of the 1932
excavation. The details come from the excavation records of Sue Kelly. The
reconstructed colonnade on the right is the work of Paul Docherty.
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Figure 5. Outline plan of the rear part of the enclosure of the Great Aten Temple
and ground to the south. It summarises evidence for the practice of making
offerings. Based on survey sheet 4 in B.J. Kemp and S. Garfi, A Survey of the
Ancient City of El-‘Amarna. London, EES 1993.

Ceremonies centred on the Aten
The second zone lies towards the back of the great enclosure.
One part lies on what seems to have been a cross-axis, a place
where food-offerings were prepared (Figure 5). It included a
square enclosure where cattle and geese were killed and
prepared as offerings (Figure 6). Small deposits accidentally

Figure 6. Excavating the butchers‘ yard at the rear of the Great Aten Temple in 2020.
The brickwork in the foreground is one side of the gateway. Immediately beyond is a
greyish deposit of organic origin, perhaps cattle dung. View to the north.

buried incorporated feathers and incense. An early building
layout constructed from bricks was replaced by stonework,
principally a platform reached by a stairway. Its fine sculpture
included a list specifying the materials to be used for offerings
(amongst them wine, bread, cattle and geese) and their precise
amounts.
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This part of the zone did not include offering-tables, however.
These were concentrated, to the number of around 150, in the
adjacent Sanctuary building. This had its own enclosure wall
which suggests that it was not open to the public. In an
interesting division of how space was used, the base of
operations of the official in charge of managing the flow of
commodities, the ‘chief servant of the Aten, Panehsy’ (who was
also in charge of the cattle and granaries of the Aten) was
located directly outside the temple enclosure, a travel distance
of perhaps 200 m. The same area also served as a dumping
ground for waste material removed from inside the temple
enclosure. Although Panehsy’s base of operations was outside,
the huge open space around the slaughter site and around
whatever ceremonies were performed which justified setting up
the offering-list here rather than inside the Sanctuary, implies
that the public had access here, too, and in large numbers.
Beyond these generalities it is hard to delve deeper into how the
system worked. One must look for particular threads to follow.
One began to emerge in 2006 as a result of trenches dug into
earlier spoil heaps around Panehsy’s house. It produced, in
addition to cattle and other mammal bones, many bones from
birds. A preliminary study of the bird bones in 2015, by bird
expert Chris Stimpson, revealed that the collection, whilst
dominated by the bones of geese (as was to be expected), also
contained bones from a wider variety that included crane, teal,
water rail, doves, quail, wading birds and perching birds (Horizon
17, Spring 2016, pp. 2–4). Were these contributions caught
from beside the Nile by people unable to obtain geese? To the
bones we can now add feathers, recovered from small deposits
of buried rubbish from beside the site of the Stela and the
butchers’ yard. The whole group (380 small and somewhat
damaged specimens) were photographed microscopically for
identification (by Andreas Mesli, assisted by Marzia Cavriani)
during the autumn 2020 study season.

Figure 7. The original foundation trench for the north wall of the Long Temple has
been cleaned by the removal of wind-blown sand, the remains of ancient
foundations recorded and given a protective layer of fresh sand, and a foundation
of local stone blocks is being built up to ground level. View to the east.

Akhenaten’s crime
Offerings which were centred on shrines, temples and tomb
chapels were an important part of life in ancient Egypt. They
were the material, tangible signs — the currency — by which
humans made transactions with the gods (including the
ancestors). Akhenaten was clearly building on this tradition but
also modifying it to suit his particular vision of how the lives of
his people and the cult of the Aten could be brought closer
together. Was this part of his crime, opening up the city’s main
temple to the population at large?
If there is truth in these reflections on what was in Akhenaten’s
mind at Amarna it creates a glaring inconsistency in the sources
we have. For nothing of this form of populism is visible in the
pictures and texts. These portay an absolute ruler lauded by
sycophants. The inconsistency is illustrated by Figure 4. On the
right side stands the front of the temple, a monumental edifice
of stone which incorporated a staircase leading to a platform
between stone pylons. On the left is a small palace, unusually
built from stone (according to the tomb pictures it included a
throne room and a Window of Appearance). To walk from one to
the other it was necessary to cross an unpaved area of mud
surface, less than 5 m wide, beyond which the ground was
distorted by use including by soaking with water. The lack of
separation between royalty and mundane activity is astonishing.

Figure 8. The same view at the end of the spring 2020 season. The sides of the
foundation trench have been filled with sand. The top of the new stone foundation now
awaits the final layer of stone blocks cut from fine Tura limestone.

horizon
New stonework and a successful
fund-raiser
From the beginning it has been the intention to mark the
outlines of the Long Temple in new stonework, using blocks of
Tura limestone cut to the ancient talatat-block size. Following
the completion of the front of the temple the next stage is the
long north wall, which will form a visible boundary between the
temple and the cemetery of the village of El-Tell. During 2019
and 2020 the expedition workmen removed the wind-blown
sand from a length of approximately 100 m of the original
foundation trench (Figure 7). After recording what was left of the
foundations themselves and covering them with a bed of sand,
our builders filled the trench to ground level with limestone
blocks from local quarries and then filled the side spaces with
sand, to leave a flat smooth surface (Figure 8). A further 72 m of
the course of the wall remains to be taken to this stage. The
final stage will be to cover the entire length with a single course
of Tura limestone blocks.
To help cover the costs of the stones the appeal to the public for
donations which was launched in September 2018 for Tura
blocks was repeated during every excavation season. The last
one in 2020 funded smaller, local limestone blocks (Figure 7).
A list of donors is given on page 39-40.
At the very end of the work, in late March 2020, the builders
mortared into place two pairs of Aswan granite blocks at the
start of the incline on either side of the staircase which would
have led to the offering-platform set between the pylons
(Figure 9).

Team members and acknowledgements
The team over this period (autumn 2019 and spring and autumn
2020) comprised Barry Kemp (director), Miriam Bertram, Fabien
Balestra, Marzia Cavriani, Alisée Devillers,
Tim Hagedorn, Sue Kelly, Julia Vilaró (archaeologists), Anna
Hodgkinson (archaeologist, workshop study group), Juan
Friedrichs (artist and archaeologist), Marsha Hill, Kristin
Thompson (sculpture), Alexandra Winkels (gypsum analysis),
Sarah Doherty (ceramics), Paul Docherty (photogrammetry),
Frederik Rademakers (metallurgy), Rainer Gerisch (wood and
charcoal), Cecilie Lelek Tvetmarken (flotation of samples and
botanical identifications), Margaret Serpico (incense) and
Andreas Mesli (photography). The Ministry of Antiquities was
represented by Nasriin Sobhy Ahmed, Hamada Abd el-Aziz and
Mazhar Khalifa (site inspectors), Mustafa Mohamed Gamal (site
conservator), and Mohamed Abd el-Mohsen and Tharwat Shawki
Damian (magazine inspectors). The expedition also wishes to
acknowledge its debt to the Permanent Committee of the
Ministry of Antiquities for permission to work at Amarna, and to
the antiquities officials of Middle Egypt, especially Gamal Abu
Bakr in Minia, Mahmoud Salah for South Minia, Fathy Awad, the
general director of archaeology for the Mallawi area and
Hamada Kellawy, the chief inspector of Amarna. The prompt
delivery of cut blocks of limestone from the Tura quarries and
granite blocks from Aswan needed for the building work at the
temple was thanks to Nicholas Warner and Mahmoud El-Tayeb
in Cairo.

Further reading
B.J. Kemp and S. Garfi, A Survey of the Ancient City of
El-‘Amarna. London, Egypt Exploration Society 1993.
Pp 50–7 describe the various parts of the Great Aten Temple.
The two inscribed mud bricks are published by Marc Gabolde
in The Akhetaten Sun 25, no. 2 (December 2019), 13–15.
A reconstruction of the front of the temple by Paul Docherty is
given in The Akhetaten Sun 24, no. 2 (December 2018), 7–16.
Barry Kemp, ‘Miniature landscapes at Amarna.’
Horizon 17 (Spring 2016), 5–6.

Figure 9. The finishing touch to the new front of the temple. Blocks of Aswan
granite have been added to the beginning of the ramp which originally ascended to
an offering-platform between the stone pylons. They stand for the original
balustrades which would have been taller. View to the south-east.
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New visitor
information panels
for Amarna
August 2020 saw the completion of an exciting three-year project
to develop a series of Visitor Information Panels, with the goals of
improving public engagement with Amarna and of helping
caretakers protect this unique heritage site. Anna Stevens,
Kate Spence and Gemma Tully report on the initiative.
In 2017, the Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities (MoTA) and the University of Cambridge embarked on a
collaborative community-outreach and site-management project at Amarna. Among its outputs were 36 Visitor
Information Panels, written in Arabic and English. The panels provide a welcome message to visitors, a call to
help protect the site and to respect local communities, alongside navigational maps, images and text. Many are
positioned at major monuments such as the rock-cut tombs of Akhenaten and his officials, the Aten temples
and the palaces of the royal family. Panels are also installed in less well-known areas of the site such as the
North Suburb, the Desert Altars on the road out to the North Tombs and the Kom el-Nana temple complex.
The panels were developed through a process of collaborative survey, writing, illustration and design, involving
researchers and heritage management specialists from the Amarna Project and the MoTA, in dialogue with local
community members. The huge task of installing the panels was completed in August 2020 under the direction
of Mr Fathy Awad (Director, Southern Minia Antiquities) and Mr Hamada Kellawy (Chief Inspector, Mallawi
Antiquities), who played a key role throughout the project.
The Amarna Project is delighted to have been part of this initiative. We thank the Minister of Tourism and
Antiquities, Dr Khaled El Anany, and the Secretary-General of the Supreme Council of Antiquities, Dr Mostafa
Waziri. We are grateful to Dr Adel Okasha, Director of the Central Department for Middle Egypt, and the MoTA
staff at Amarna, in the Amarna Visitor Centre, in Mallawi and in Minia, with particular thanks to
Mr Gamal Abu Bakr, Director of Middle Egypt Antiquities, and Mr Mahmoud Salah, Director of Minia Antiquities.
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Figure 1. One of the many reconstruction drawings
that feature on the panels, and which were carefully
pieced together by Mary Shepperson in consultation
with Amarna researchers. The monument shown
here is the Small Aten Temple.
Figure 2. The final panel installed at
the Small Aten Temple, under the
watch of Mr Hamada Kellawy (left)
and Mr Fathy Awad (right).

In Cairo, we thank the Archaeological Sites & Museums Development Department, Dr Sherif M. Abdel Moneim,
Dr Ayman Sayed, Eng. Hatem El Said and Ms Eman Diaa, and the Scientific Publications Department, for their
invaluable contributions and support. The English to Arabic translations were meticulously completed by Ferida
Jawad and Adel Abdel Moneim. We thank Dr Mary Shepperson for her wonderful maps and illustrations. We
are also very grateful to the institutions that provided illustrative materials, particularly the Egypt Exploration
Society and the Ashmolean Museum.
Amarna has long suffered from the misperception that there is ‘nothing left to see’. We hope the panels help
to change this view. Please consider adding Amarna to the itinerary of your next trip to Egypt and help support
Egypt’s regional heritage and communities.
Funding for the panels was provided primarily through an Institutional Links grant (ID 261861975), under the
Newton-Mosharafa Fund partnership. The grant is funded by the UK Department for Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy, and the Science and Technology Development Fund in Egypt, and delivered by the British
Council. The Principal Investigators on the grant were Dr Kate Spence (University of Cambridge) and
Dr Yasmin El Shazly (Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities). The project was also supported by the Amarna Trust
and the McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research (University of Cambridge).
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A faience royal
nose from
building O43.1
In early 1999, excavations in administrative building O43.1 yielded
a fragment unique among known pieces of Amarna statuary: a
blue faience nose (Amarna object number 32018, Figures 1 and 2).
No other piece of faience statuary in the round depicting
members of the royal family has so far been found.
Kristin Thompson explains.



Figures 1 and 2. Front and profile views of Amarna object 32018 (photograph by Barry Kemp).

We commonly see substantial upper portions of Egyptian statues preserved, a great number of them
missing their noses. Finding a well-preserved nose missing its statue is considerably less common and
presents a special challenge to determining much about the original object. There are many statues
from Amarna of which only one or a few pieces survive. Of the thousands of statuary fragments in the
site magazine, perhaps hundreds can be identified as coming from the same statues. Such artifacts
range from over 200 in the case of one extensively reconstructed granodiorite pair statue of the royal
couple (Thompson 2006) to two or three pieces from a granite or quartzite colossus which can be
matched to each other. In the case of the faience nose, no other piece of the statue was discovered.
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Sometimes we are lucky enough to find a particularly significant
portion of a statue, a ‘diagnostic’ piece that gives us
information enough to allow us to envision the original. One
example is a rather unpromising-looking X-shaped piece of tan
quartzite that I encountered during my first season registering
stone fragments at Amarna (Figure 3). It happens to be the
place on the king’s chest where the crook and flail cross when
he stands in an Osiride pose. The nature and scale of the piece
conjures an image of an entire statue similar to the familiar
sandstone colossi of Akhenaten from his temple at East Karnak.
We have other pieces of a similar scale and material that may
well come from the same statue, but none of them tells us as
much as this one does.
Unfortunately, the nose from O43.1, though a lovely piece,
reveals little about the whole. Who is represented? In what
pose? Was this a royal commission or a private one? And
beyond those questions, what was the sculpture to which the
nose belonged doing in what seems to be a mundane
administrative building? A few scraps of information can be
gleaned from the nose itself and similar objects from this and
other New Kingdom reigns. Such scraps, however, permit only
speculation and tentative suggestions as to the original object
from which the nose came.



The size of the piece is unusual for any period. Its dimensions
are 14.5 mm high, 18.0 wide and 14.5 deep. These
measurements allow the size of the original to be roughly
determined. Writing during the pandemic era of isolating, I was
able to measure only my own nose—37 mm wide—and that of
my husband—44 mm. The comparison suggests that the faience
nose comes from a figure of approximately half life-size or
slightly under. Even so small a piece displays a considerable
degree of skill and care on the part of the artisans who worked
on it. Much of the surface has become mottled, and there are
some light-brown incrustations in some of the minute pits in
these areas, as well as in the nostrils. A few areas have survived
well, however, displaying the original glossy, polished surface of
the piece. The nose has broken cleanly away from the face,
without the signs of ancient destructive hammer blows that are
often visible on fragments of Amarna statues deliberately
broken up in antiquity. It seems likely that this was a royal
statuette of some sort.
Most of the Amarna heads that retain their noses undamaged
come from the Thutmose Workshop. Two well-known quartzite
heads of the princesses (Cairo JE 44869 and 44870) have
noses similar in shape to the blue faience one. The nose of an
unfinished limestone head of Nefertiti also matches well with
the faience piece (Figure 4). Such comparisons make it
plausible that the little blue nose originated in a statuette
depicting either Akhenaten or Nefertiti.

Figure 3. The crossing of a crook and flail from an Osiride colossus of
Akhenaten, Amarna stone object S-5679, almost certainly from the
Broad Hall of the Great Palace (photograph by Barry Kemp).



Figure 4. Detail of Berlin 21352, found in the Thutmose Workshop, P47.2
(photograph by Sandra Steiss).
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Figure 5. A faience blue crown, Berlin 24399,
found in a small workshop, P47.29
(photograph by the author).

Figure 8. Sphinx of Amenhotep III (Metropolitan Museum of Art
1972.125; museum online photograph).

I mentioned that no entire faience sculpture of the royal
couple is known. There is abundant evidence, however,
that blue faience was part of the process of creating some
statues. Numerous pieces of various types of crowns
survive, some of them clearly made to be affixed on to
tenons on top of heads made of stone (Figure 5). Some of
these statues and statuettes were composite, while others
were carved from single blocks. A few such crowns retain
square mortises underneath, and occasionally residue of
the gypsum used to hold them in place survives.





Figure 6. A faience shabti of Seti I
(Metropolitan Museum of Art 26.7.919;
museum online photograph).

Figure 7. A was-scepter
from the reign of
Amenhotep II, found by
William Flinders Petrie in
the temple of Seth at
Naqada in 1894 (Victoria &
Albert Museum 437-1895;
museum online
photograph).

Still, a half-life-sized faience statue would be unusually
large. One means of comparison would be to some of the
faience shabti-figures of New Kingdom pharaohs, notably
those of Amenhotep III and Seti I (Figure 6). The
Metropolitan Museum’s Seti I shabti survives to its full
height at 30 cm. To be half life-size, based on the average
height of a man in modern times, 176 cm, a statuette
would need to be around 88 cm high. A worn piece of a
faience blue crown from Amarna (Petrie Museum of
Egyptian Archaeology, UC378) was probably made to be
added on to a statue in a different material; when
complete, it was probably at least two-thirds life-size.
Several large-scale faience objects survive whole or in part.
According to Paul Nicholson, objects this big would need to
be made in sections. For example, the tallest such piece at
215.9 cm, a was-sceptre bearing the head of Seth and
inscribed for Amenhotep II (Figure 7), was ‘made by joining
shorter sections together with faience paste’ (Nicholson
2009: 4). This piece demonstrates that such technology
was feasible before the Amarna Period. Thus it is possible
that the nose came from a substantial statuette. It would
not plausibly be from a shabti-figure. For one thing it is too
large, and for another, it was found in an unlikely context
for such a thing, a facility seemingly devoted primarily to
storage.
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Figure 9. A relief from the west side of the Central Halls
of the Great Palace. It was not assigned a number and
was probably reburied at the site (EES Amarna negative
TA_36–37_A_Film_001).



Figure 10. Front view of a granodiorite torso of Nefertiti
found in O43.1 (Amarna stone object S-7230;
photograph by the author).



Figure 11. A granodiorite neck found in the Military
Barracks at Amarna, R42.10 (Liverpool World Museum
56.21.887; photograph by the author).

Another possibility is that the nose came from a sphinx of
Akhenaten, larger than but similar to the well-known bluefaience sphinx of his father, Amenhotep III, in the Metropolitan
Museum, which is 25.1 cm long, 13.3 wide, and 13.3 high
(Figure 8). We know that Akhenaten continued to use images of
himself as a sphinx late into his reign, because a series of such
reliefs with the royal sphinx holding up offerings to the Aten
were included in the decoration of the Central Halls of the Great
Palace (Figure 9). This area remained unfinished at the end of
his reign.

Whether such provision of royal statuary in administrative
buildings was routine cannot be determined at this point. Much
of the administrative area south and east of O43.1 remains
unexcavated. Perhaps future investigation will uncover evidence
as to whether such provision was common. In the meantime,
the faience nose found in O43.1, though itself quite small,
raises questions that may help expand our notion of how royal
Amarna statuary was used in some of the more mundane
official contexts.

Finally, why was this apparently royal object found in an
administrative building? Perhaps it is a piece that strayed from
another location, as has sometimes happened at Amarna. Still,
another piece of clearly royal statuary was discovered in the
same area during the following 1999–2000 season: a polished
granodiorite torso of a statuette of Nefertiti (Figure 10). This
discovery strengthenes the likelihood that some royal statues
were placed in a small stone building within this otherwise mudbrick-built storage complex.
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 Figure 1. Plan of the northern
part of the Grid 10 excavations
(in colour) set within the
context of the Great Palace
before the construction of the
Smenkhkara Hall. The brief
notes on earlier constructions
in the ‘south court’, particularly
in the area marked ‘X’, are in
City of Akhenaten III, 59, 60.

Amarna’s waterfront
buildings and the
context of building O43.1
Barry Kemp

The fragment of faience statue from building O43.1 (and a fragment of a
grano-diorite statuette of Nefertiti from the same site) comes from a part of the
city of Amarna which, whilst extensive, remains poorly preserved and
documented. To judge from scenes in some of the rock tombs and from the way
the general alignment of the city curves gradually to the west as it extends
southwards, the area lay not far from the river bank, which would have followed
a line not far from where it runs today. To the north stood the Great Palace.
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 Figure 2. Plan of the southern part of the
Grid 10 excavations. The ovens outside
the excavation grid were exposed on the
surface. Their positions have been
mapped from the aerial balloon coverage
made at the time by G. Owen.

The EES Pendlebury expedition of the 1930s entirely excavated
the accessible parts of the Great Palace on the desert edge,
leaving a powerful image of what a key part of Amarna looked
like. The palace appears to face towards the north and to
convey a flow of attention along both directions of its main axis,
in an outward direction joining the wide thoroughfare that we
assume ran on in a straight line to the northern end of the city.
The southern end of the stone halls of the palace seems to
close off this axis, creating a cul-de-sac (Figure 1). The palace
did, however, continue for a further 150 m to the south, ending
in a part which saw rebuilding and extension. After Akhenaten’s
death, seemingly in the reign of Smenkhkara, a large
rectangular area was covered with a brick hall of pillars and this
now largely defines the appearance of this end of the site. How
the area was used prior to this remains obscure, however. For
much of its extent the hall of pillars was erected on sand which
had probably been levelled and cleaned, removing earlier
remains. Further west, where presumably the palace ran
towards the river bank, a large area had already been lost to
farmland by the time that archaeological recording of Amarna
had commenced. This creates a blank patch on our maps where
the palace would have originally extended.
The excavations carried out between 1996 and 2001 and
designated as belonging to Grid 10 were intended to explore

this area and its extension to the south where the character of
the city changed. The excavations were prompted by the difficult
conditions of work following the outbreak of terrorism in Middle
Egypt late in 1994. At that time the work of cleaning, recording
and repairing the remains of the Small Aten Temple were in
progress. Newly imposed security restrictions meant that any
further fieldwork more specifically directed towards research
had to be conducted not far away, within visible distance of the
temple. In place of the excavations at Kom el-Nana the poorly
documented area south of the Great Palace was chosen which
was accepted by the police as being within the same security
zone as the Small Aten Temple.
The excavations began with sample areas laid out across two
buildings originally constructed of limestone blocks at the
southern end of the Great Palace, already excavated by the
Pendlebury expedition of 1935. The purpose was to check the
alignments of the buildings and how they related to a complex
of mud-brick walls which lay behind and to the west of boundary
wall of the great pillared hall of the reign of Smenkhkara. The
two stone buildings had been built sequentially, to roughly the
same scale though to different plans (Figure 2). The first of the
two was O42.1 which stood at the back (north) of a brick-paved
court fronted by a brick pylon. The stone part comprised a
T-shaped set of columned halls, apparently open at the front,
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 Figure 3. A portion of
J.G. Wilkinson’s plan of the central
area of Amarna, after Kemp and
Garfi, Survey, 12–13, Fig. 2. The
numbers are those of his paces,
which he used as his basic unit of
measurement.

with brick rooms around the sides of the rear part. The building
of O42.2 encroached on the earlier enclosure and also took a
slightly different alignment. The stone part was a platform
reached by ramps. Behind it a large rectangular space had
perhaps been filled with columns to create a hypostyle hall. The
design of the projecting stone platform suggests that it
contained a Window of Appearance.
The main clarification of the new work concerns the walls which
ran on an east–west alignment at the back. There were three of
them, running parallel to one another to make a combined
thickness of c. 5.5 m, with external buttresses on the south and
internal strengthening walls. The rear part of O42.1 had been
built across them, and to do this they must have been reduced
to ground level. The west wall of the Smenkhkara Hall had also
been built across them. The new excavations made no attempt
to follow them far into ground of the Hall, but at some point they
presumably turned northwards. It is possible that their
continuation northwards was picked up in 1935 at the point
marked ‘X’ on Figure 1. Pendlebury’s text states that here ‘a
number of heavy walls cross it (the space beside the south wall

of the Great Palace) from south to north and are cut through by
the south wall of the South Section (of the Great Palace).’
We thus seem to be looking at evidence for a rectangular brick
enclosure made not from a single thick wall but three separate
parallel walls. It had been built before O42.1 and, so it seems
from Pendlebury’s brief statement, before the Great Palace
itself. It occupied ground closer to the river but for how far north
one cannot guess. In the case of the other two monumental
buildings in the Central City – the Great Aten Temple and the
Small Aten Temple – the buildings we are familiar with came as
replacements to earlier constructions seemingly at a more
modest scale. The same now seems to have been true for the
Great Palace. Thus, rather than build the new city to a design
intended to be permanent, a working set of buildings was
quickly put together, with the intention that soon they would be
replaced. But was the replacement programme run
simultaneously or was it directed to the individual buildings one
at a time? Did the royal family escape from the turmoil of
rebuilding from time to time?
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 Figure 4. The Lepsius plan of the same area,
after K.R. Lepsius, Denkmaeler aus Aegypten
und Aethiopien. Berlin 1849–59, I, Abth. 64.

This lost early palace might not have been completely removed,
however; only truncated towards the north. The locations of
O42.1 and O42.2 imply that something significant lay beyond
them to the north, something now irrevocably lost beneath the
modern fields.
The excavations within Grid 10 also extended across the wide
space or road that lay to the south of O42.1 and O42.2. For this
part of Amarna we have the results of two surveys (Figures 3
and 4) in the 19th century (by John Gardner Wilkinson in the
1820s, and by the Lepsius expedition in the 1840s). They show
that, at that time, this entire area had been dug over by local
people, exposing walls to a sufficient height – perhaps waist to
shoulder height for many of them – for rapid plans to be made.
Subsequently much of the turned-over debris together with the
walls has been lost to weathering, to the removal of bricks for
re-use and to degradation caused by the daily use of the area by
farmers and their animals. What remains is a shallow layer of
wall foundations, fill deposits and, closer to the cultivation,
animal manure sometimes compacted to the hardness of
cement. The one compensation for the archaeologist for these

conditions is the speed with which large areas can be
excavated, often revealing the bottoms of walls and other
features.
Through a series of 5 x 5 m excavation squares the nature and
extent of buildings across the road were explored. They are
parts of a building complex designated O43.1 (Figure 2). The
further to the west one goes, the greater is the denudation until,
towards its western limit, very little of its boundary wall survives.
Here and there are places where one wall has replaced another
on a different alignment but generally the Amarna Period walls
belong to a single building phase. Nonetheless, the building
complex does not follow a single alignment. Towards the east
the alignment is primarily that of the Great Palace, whilst the
western part follows an alignment that perhaps reflects the
ancient curve of the Nile and was also followed by O42.1 and
O42.2. The eastern part also extends across the southwards
prolongation of ‘Royal Road’, suggesting that, to the south, the
Main city residential area communicated differently with the
Central City to how this was done in the north. The Lepsius plan
(Figure 4, made by the surveyor Georg Gustav Erbkam) shows
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 Figure 5. Map of the grid 10
excavations over which is laid the
Lepsius plan (in red), with sections
stretched and given changed
orientations according to the
excavated wall lines.

many walls filling the outline of this building but all following the
alignment established at the east end. One can also see, by
comparison with later aerial photographs and plans, that the
east–west length of the building has been under-estimated by
Erbkam. It is unrealistic to try to correct Erbkam’s plan to the
extent that it becomes a true topographic representation. On
the other hand, there are sufficient points of resemblance with
more modern sources to make some attempt which will help to
characterise individual sections of the building.
In Figure 5, Erbkam’s plan has been stretched and rotated the
better to match the excavation plan of Grid 10 and details taken
from a 1932 aerial photograph. What emerges is that the
building shows a major change of alignment part of the way
along its east–west axis. The overall plan alternates groups of
roofed spaces (some of them sets of long parallel chambers
suggestive of storerooms or magazines) with open courts, the
largest being towards the western end. Some of these spaces
contained large wells, now visible as rounded depressions in
the desert surface.

The excavation has provided details which would otherwise have
remained invisible, principally evidence for stonework. This is
present in two places. In one (squares Y15, Z15) the evidence
takes the form of patches of gypsum concrete in which are the
remains of impressions of talatat-blocks (Figure 6). They are
likely to represent foundations either for walls or for columns,
thus evidence for a stone building. The spread of the evidence
suggests that the building occupied a good part of the
surrounding courtyard. The other location has a more unusual
character (Figure 7). A rectangular space (extending between
squares AD17 and AF16) had been defined by the building of a
mud-brick wall at the same moment that a layer of gypsum
concrete had been laid down, perhaps up to 30 cm thick, filling
the space completely (Figure 8). The wet gypsum had spread in
the gaps between the bricks and in some places underlay the
wall. The normal practice when creating a foundation bed of
gypsum concrete was to excavate a shallow pit across the area
and then to spread the concrete within it. Here an alternative
practice seems to have been followed, in which the edges of the
area to be covered with concrete were defined by a low brick
wall, perhaps only one or two brick courses high, the concrete
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 Figure 6. The area of the grid 10
excavations in which object 32018, the
faience nose, was found. The green lines
are an attempt to record the topography
of the site as visible on a 1932 aerial
photograph, reproduced in Kemp and
Garfi, Survey, 5 64, Fig. 13.

 Figure 7. View, to the west, of the grid 10 excavations in 2000. In the
foreground is the area of broken and eroded gypsum concrete which had
been laid within a retaining wall of mud brick. The area where the faience
nose was found is close to where the bicycle stands, marked with a red dot.

 Figure 8. Part of square AF16, viewed to the north. The mud-brick
retaining wall has been constructed at the same time as the space has
been filled with gypsum concrete, the gypsum filling some of the gaps
between bricks. The corner of a later tomb chamber is in the right
foreground, the beginnings of its brick barrel-vault visible.
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 Figure 9. Stamped mud bricks in wall AG21 [9876]. A less well preserved
example was found in one of the walls of square Z12 (Figure 6).

 Figure 10. Drawing of one of the stamped bricks in
Figure 9, with hieroglyphic rendering. Copy by Neil Spencer.

 Figure 11. Part of a scene in the tomb of Meryra, no. 4 at
Amarna. It shows a shrine in a courtyard flanked by
storerooms (magazines). A large walled space to the right
contains grain stored on prepared floors. Grid 10 seems to
represent a similar combination of elements. After Davies,
Rock Tombs I, Pl. XXXI.

finally covering the top of the wall, so that the foundation
appeared as a low platform. This implies that a stone building
measuring around 6 x 14 m had stood in this place.
The faience nose (object 32018) was found in square Z11, the
archaeologist responsible being Neil Spencer. Its context, unit
(9511), was a top layer of loose pebbles, sand and gravel plus a
scattering of small sherds and burnt brick fragments on the
surface. The nose was entered into the official finds register as
no. 5/99 (and is currently in the central magazines at
El-Ashmunein).
Some of the mud bricks of building O43.1 had been stamped
(Figures 9 and 10). One example was recorded during the initial
Amarna survey of 1977. The excavation uncovered several more
examples widely separated across the site. The stamp gives a
hieroglyphic group which might be understood as ‘Storerooms,
“Beauty of the Lord of the Two Lands”’. Building O43.1 stands
at the beginning of a long row of mud-brick buildings which
extends southwards for at least 600 m and seems to continue
the non-residential character of O43.1. Towards the southern
end excavations carried out in 1993, 1994, 1998 and 2003 by
Paul Nicholson uncovered the remains of more non-residential
buildings which had been constructed over an industrial site
which included furnaces where glass had been made.

In the tomb of Meryra (no. 4 at Amarna) the lower register of the
combined east and north walls of the main hall depicts as a
continuous strip a range of buildings which ends with boats
moored at the river bank. It includes a garden, magazines
amongst which are planted trees, stables, large rectangular
bodies of water and myriad courts and rooms, some with
columns. Two shrines are depicted, one in an open portion of a
set of magazines (Figure 11) and the other in a columned hall.
The mix of elements and the culmination of the scene with
moored boats fits our area well. There is a suggestion in the
relief, too, that Meryra himself had been put in charge of the
complex.
The original pencil plan of Wilkinson is more impressionistic
than that of Erbkam but does bear a few annotations. One of
them, probably reading ‘dog and human bone’, is written where
the south-west area of grid 10 is located. The grid 10 excavation
encountered both, including two undisturbed human burials.
Scattered across the excavation area are several rectangular
shallow pits lined with brick walls. In one case the beginnings of
a brick vault were preserved at the top of a wall corner. In every
case, however, the interior of the chamber had been wholly
disturbed. Sometimes the walls interfered with the walls of the
main building, such as to suggest they were later insertions,
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made when the original walls were still standing but the building
abandoned (Figure 8). Insufficient evidence remained to judge
whether any of the chambers had been used for the burial of
the dogs. Some human burials had been in pottery coffins,
which had been reduced to fragments. One fragment had
incorporated a tiny Late Roman sherd, pointing to the date of
this type of burial. A settlement of this period is thus suggested,
but this could have been on the west bank of the Nile and not
the east.
If Meryra (owner of tomb 4), whose figure appears in a
damaged space in the same scene, had been in charge of this
complex of buildings, he might have been the one who donated
the faience statue to stand in the shrine, as a demonstration of
his personal loyalty to Akhenaten.

Further reading
The original excavation of buildings O42.1 and O42.2 is
published in J.D.S. Pendlebury, The City of Akhenaten III.
London, Egypt Exploration Society 1951, 81–2, Pl. XIIIC.
B.J. Kemp and S. Garfi, A Survey of the Ancient City of
El-‘Amarna. London, Egypt Exploration Society 1993. Pp. 10–19
cover the early surveys of Amarna, especially those of Wilkinson
and Lepsius.
P. Payne, ‘Appendix III: the faunal remains.’ Journal of Egyptian
Archaeology 90 (2004), 24–26 records the presence of dog
and human bones from grid 10.
B.J. Kemp, ‘Settlement and landscape in the Amarna area in
the Late Roman period.’ In J. Faiers, Late Roman Pottery at
Amarna and Related Studies. London, Egypt Exploration Society
2005, 11–56. Pp. 41, 273 date some of the pottery coffins
from Grid 10.
P.T. Nicholson, Brilliant Things for Akhenaten. The Production
of Glass, Vitreous Materials and Pottery at Amarna Site O45.1.
London, Egypt Exploration Society 2007.
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Waste Management
at Amarna
Anna K. Hodgkinson

As an ancient Egyptian settlement site, Amarna produced a large quantity of waste.
In fact, most of the archaeological material we study from settlement sites is waste of
some form or shape, whether it was actively thrown away in the past, or left behind
when the site was abandoned. The reach of archaeology extends even to the present
day, creating the subject ‘garbology’ in which the research material is recovered from
domestic disposal bins and landfills (Rathje and Murphy 1992). ‘What we classify and
dispose of as wastes provides rich insight into our behavior, social structures, and
treatment of our environment’ (Zimring and Rathje 2012, xxv).
Archaeologists differentiate between four main types of waste, as described by Ian Shaw in his article on refuse patterns at Amarna
(Shaw 2012), the first three of which were coined by Michael Schiffer in the 1970s:

1

2

3

4

de facto refuse, which was left
behind in the place where it was
last used. In the case of a
(mostly) single-period site such
as Amarna, these objects are
those left behind when the site
was abandoned, and this may
include installations, such
as grindstones.

Primary refuse refers to
unusable, broken objects left
behind at their place of use, such
as broken tools that were left
behind in a workshop (although
this also takes into account
objects that had been reused).

The term secondary refuse
denotes intentional waste
deposits, that is, objects
disposed of away from their
original place of use.

Finally, tertiary refuse, a term
added by Ian Hodder, refers to
everything abandoned in general
that has made its way into the
archaeological matrix through
other forms of deposition, such
as accumulations and general
build-up of waste (Hodder 2012,
73); for instance, by sweeping
clean their floors, people would
produce shallow heaps of sand
and other loose debris, which
would contribute to the formation
of rubbish heaps, thus
impacting the landscape.

It is not always possible to recognise waste as such: objects were shifted, both after the initial abandonment of the site, and as a result
of early excavations that moved at a quick pace and did not collect everything. In addition, illicit excavations and animal activity also
moved objects from their original context. People simply losing objects, without actively throwing them away — such as while walking
back through the city after a day’s labour — might result in objects being found away from their original place of use. It is therefore
difficult to identify and sort archaeological material confidently into the above categories.
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The accumulation of waste, including debris from building
activity, ultimately leads to the formation of tells which, in the
Middle East, are usually settlement mounds where the final
phase of occupation was built upon the remains and rubbish of
earlier phases (although Tell el-Amarna is not a tell, the name
having a different origin). The matrix of tells consists largely of
debris from building projects or destroyed and disused buildings
that have been built over. Mud bricks often form a major
component. An example of the process in its initial stage was
observed during the excavation of the House of Ranefer
(N49.18) in the Main City South. This house had been erected
over the remains and waste of an earlier Amarna Period house,
the owner of which may have been named Tutu (see Kemp and
Stevens 2010a, index, 640). Excavations carried out by Peet in
1921 and the 2004/5 re-excavation by the Amarna Project
uncovered large quantities of plant and insect remains within a
matrix of building debris and rubble that had simply been built
over (see Kemp and Stevens 2010a, 184, 187, 502 for the
tell-formation below the House of Ranefer).
While a fair amount of organic waste is preserved at Amarna,
this generally decayed quickly. The digestion of organic remains
by insects and bacteria will also have created waste, which
frequently goes unrecognised since it has the same appearance
as dust. It will, nonetheless, contribute to the formation of
mounds of waste. Bad smell and other hygiene factors were the
main reasons why organic material was removed from the
household. This applied not only to food waste, a major source
of waste at Amarna, but also — in a wider sense — to human
remains which needed to be disposed of. As evidenced by the
cemeteries, human burials at Amarna were not limited to elite
rock-cut tombs. The majority of burials were small pit graves,
sometimes with very few grave goods and sometimes with more
than one interment. Whilst most burials were in cemeteries
separate from the city, some of the dead were buried amongst
the houses, and a pit grave containing the skeleton of a child
has been found below the levelling-rubble at the Great Aten

Figure 1. Accumulation of household waste along a wall
at site M50.14–16. Photograph by Anna Hodgkinson.
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Temple. In addition, the excavation of workshop site O45.1 in
the Main City by Paul Nicholson has revealed burials beneath
some of the furnace constructions (Nicholson 2007), and a wellmade shaft grave was excavated in house T35.6 in the North
Suburb (Frankfort and Pendlebury 1933, 42–3).
Although we do have a large quantity of animal bones from
many domestic and religious sites at Amarna, we miss the meat
and flesh and cannot know, therefore, what was actually thrown
away. Much organic waste simply decayed without leaving a
trace, thus resulting in an incomplete archaeological record.
While we do have ceramic objects indicative of food production
and consumption (Figure 1), we cannot always make out their
original purpose, and the same is the case with ovens and
fireplaces. Waste from the latter comprises much burnt material
and ash, which was frequently used to sanitise granaries (see
Panagiotakopulu and Buckland 2010, 457–8) or as an
insecticide beneath quern emplacements (see Miller 1987),
thus fulfilling a secondary purpose.Animal dung and human
faeces also fall into this category since their decay can lead to
false impressions regarding the use of certain spaces and their
cleanliness.
A large part of the waste at Amarna is of an industrial nature.
For instance, the vitrified clay lining of an oven does not easily
decay, neither do clay moulds for the manufacture of faience
amulets (Figure 2). While spindle whorls made from clay, stone
or other materials survive, the material record from the
Workmen’s Village shows that spindle whorls from wood were
more common here than in the Main City, where termites were
active, possibly indicating poor survival in the latter area (Kemp
and Vogelsang-Eastwood 2001). Therefore, while we do gain
much information about certain industrial activities that took
place at Amarna, we still lack information regarding
manufacturing or household activities of which the remains
tended to decay more readily, leading to a skewed picture of the
activities that took place in the houses at Amarna.

Figure 2. Range of small finds from site M50.14–16: pieces related to glass- and agateworking, faience production, fragments of jewellery, broken tools and fragments of
copper-alloy and the fragment of a stone inlay. Photograph by Anna Hodgkinson.
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As mentioned above, instead of being thrown away, objects
were frequently reused and recycled, this often being due, on
the one hand, to the labour and effort used in their production
and, on the other hand, to the value of the raw materials from
which they were made. For example, when a chisel made of
copper-alloy broke, the metal would be rendered into scrap and
re-melted. In addition, a component of composite sculpture
from quartzite, a hard stone, would, on breaking (a common
occurrence in a sculptor’s workshop) be reused as a tool, since
harder stones were useful for working softer stones, such as
limestone (Figure 3).
Broken pottery occurs everywhere at Amarna and much of it
litters the surface, sometimes accumulating in certain areas in
and around houses and other buildings. Ceramic vessels of a
wide variety of shapes and sizes were in use, whether for
storing, preparing and consuming food and drink, or for other
purposes, such as working metal or glass. They were usually not
repaired when they broke, but thrown away, although many a
sherd, and even damaged vessel, found a secondary use. Thus,
for instance, a beautiful, blue-painted jar was sunk into the
ground in a room corner at workshop M50.14–16 in the Main
City South, since its rim had been damaged, but the vessel itself
was still useful (Figure 4; see Hodgkinson 2019). Another such
vessel was found to serve as an oven at site Q48.4 (Nicholson
1989). Sherds from broken vessels were also useful as tools, or
for other purposes (holding pigment or supporting incense
whilst it burnt), so we cannot say that all the broken pottery we
find at Amarna is automatically rubbish.
Because of all this, we will never be able to establish a
complete record of all objects used at Amarna. The objects
found were left behind for a number of reasons, their disuse or
dysfunction not always being the primary one.

As a very large settlement, Amarna was inhabited by a
heterogeneous population occupying areas of different use
producing different types of waste and disposing of it in
different ways. Thus, the Central City differs in both character
and waste deposition pattern from other areas, from the Main
City to the Workmen’s and Stone Villages. This variation makes
it difficult to reconstruct one overall disposal system. In general,
the people living in the various types of houses appear to have
cleared their waste out of their homes in order to keep them
clean and tidy. Depictions of houses in the rock tombs and
some of the talatat blocks show houses, palace and temples
being swept clean. Similarly, in a study focussing on the
Workmen’s Village at Amarna, Ian Shaw has recognised that
waste was being moved from inside the walled village to the
outer areas of the settlement (Shaw 2012). A parallel can be
found in the Main City where waste related to glass working and
other industrial activities was found dumped in ‘Street A’,
outside the outer walls of the house (Peet and Woolley 1923,
15). Here, the waste would have accumulated, together with the
dust and debris swept from inside the houses, thus creating
waste heaps.
During and after the founding of Akhetaten in the 5th year of
Akhenaten, and the establishment of the Central City (where the
main palace and temples were located), the officials and other
members of the elite established their houses, using much of
the free space to the south and north, thus creating an urban
spread. Craftsmen and their households established their
abodes in the free spaces between the larger houses, to which
they presumably reported and the inhabitants of which may
have controlled their work. Large wells and quarries were
excavated in order to provide water and sand for making bricks,
creating craters in the surface. Once exhausted, these were

Figure 3. Quartzite drill head collected in 2019 from the
surface in the area of the House of Thutmose (P47.1).
Photograph by Andreas Mesli.

Figure 5. Overview of house M50.15 with the
outline of the waste pit predating the site. Inset
shows a local pottery concentration within the pit.
Photograph by Anna Hodgkinson.
Figure 4. Buried blue-painted vessel excavated
at site M50.14–16 in 2017 (during excavation).
Photograph by Anna Hodgkinson.
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useful for dumping waste, and once filled up, they were even
sometimes built over. An example of this behaviour can be
found in the case of the houses excavated at Grid 12 and also
at workshop complex M50.14–16, where house M50.15 was
erected over an old waste pit (Figure 5; Hodgkinson 2019).
Yielding Amarna Period pottery (and ashes from industrial
activities), this pit can be assumed to date to the Amarna
Period, albeit to an earlier phase. Similar waste disposal with
subsequent construction activity had earlier been found by
Pendlebury’s workmen in the Central City and the North Suburb
(e.g. Pendlebury 1951, 60–1, 114, 132).
Archaeological work in the Central City at Amarna in recent
years, but also in the past century, has uncovered a great
variety of modes of waste disposal. Petrie was the first to
identify the so-called ‘palace waste heaps’ located on the far
eastern side of the Central City (Figure 6). They are not real
heaps, but widespread shallow accumulations of material,
including much broken pottery (Rose 1987, 119; Kemp and
Garfi 1993, 63–5). It is here that Petrie’s workforce collected
large quantities of fragments of imported Mycenaean pottery
and colourful glass vessels together with debris related to
building work and industrial activities, and it is the former two
material groups on which Petrie based his assumption that
these mounds consisted mainly of waste generated by the royal
household and the related religious and administrative
buildings. However, the proximity of these mounds to the Main
City and the varied nature of the material have led to a revised
interpretation, assigning these features a more communal use
(Shaw 2012, 316).
A different type of waste disposal has been encountered at the
Great Aten Temple. Excavations since 2012 have examined a
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thick layer of rubble consisting of mud bricks from previous
building projects, sand, chippings and other waste (referred to
as ‘levelling rubble’, Figure 7). This was put in place in order to
raise the level of the temple floor during or after the 12th regnal
year of Akhenaten. Objects excavated from this layer include
architectural fragments, gypsum mouldings, bowls with remains
of incense resin, small offerings from stone dipped in colour, jar
sealings with stamped inscriptions for wine and many other
small items that allow — to a certain extent — the reconstruction
of the cult-related activities that took place in the temple.
However, while many of the object types listed above do occur
throughout the spread of this layer, there are some discrete
concentrations of material, sometimes architectural in nature,
which allow us to examine individual waste disposal events.
These localised deposits, too, give clues about the construction
and decoration of previous buildings within the temple precinct.
While, of course, the objects contained in this layer are of great
importance, it is the matrix of dust and building debris that
makes up the largest part of this deposit.
What can be learnt from the study of rubbish at a site such as
Amarna (or any other place which has seen human
occupation)? What was left behind can inform us about the
materials and object types the people used, and what they did
with such objects before these ended their use life.
Accumulation of waste in a certain area can provide us with
information on the activities carried out here or nearby, and
possibly also how such materials (raw materials, waste and
finished products) were controlled. Simultaneously, patterns of
waste disposal, if recognisable, can tell us about the habits and
conceptions of hygiene. It is indeed a useful task to examine
carefully the unwanted or discarded items, as well as the
patterns of debris and dust accumulation.

Figure 6. The ‘palace waste heaps’ in the
Central City, view to the east.
Photograph from 1977, by B. Kemp.

Figure 7. Section through the levelling
rubble which buried the early mud floor of
the Great Aten Temple. View to the north.
Photograph by B. Kemp
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GARDEN PLOTS
AT AMARNA
2

3
Figure 1. Grid-pattern garden plots from Building 200 at the Workmen’s Village.
These plots appear to have been added to during their use.
Figure 2. A raised bed garden from Kom el-Nana. This set of plots includes a
pathway, likely used as a space to walk on while watering or harvesting.

1

Figure 3. Garden associated with House L50.9 in the Main City (with the South
Dig House in the background). This is the largest set of plots found at Amarna,
consisting of at least 233 individual growing plots. EES Lucy Gura Archive
Amarna Negative 24.98. Courtesy of the Egypt Exploration Society.

On the grid: small-scale
gardening at Amarna
Excavations at Amarna have revealed a series of rather unusual looking
garden beds in a distinctive gridded style. As part of an Honours thesis
for Monash University, Kenwood Parnham researched the purpose and
significance of these gardens.
Garden plots designed using a grid pattern style
have been found in a number of areas at Amarna
(Figures 1–3). These gardens appear to have had a
standardised form. The key feature is the mud-brick
partitions used to separate each garden into
individual growing areas, each measuring
45 x 45 cm. Gardens at the Workmen’s Village and

Kom el-Nana, excavated by the Egypt Exploration
Society in the 1980s and 90s, were recorded in the
most detail (e.g. Kemp 1987). From these examples
it can be proposed that all grid-pattern gardens also
had a hard-packed mud floor and were filled with
alluvial soil from the banks of the Nile.
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The majority of these gardens have been found at
outlying sites. Along with the plots at the Workmen’s
Village and Kom el-Nana, plots were found at the
North Palace, and were described to have been in
abundance at the Maru-Aten, although this temple
complex no longer survives (Peet and Woolley 1923,
115). It is possible that these gardens at outlying
sites were used to offset a lack of resources,
compared to what was available to those living in the
city, closer to the banks of the river. As far as the
main riverside housing areas are concerned, there
were no plots found in the North or South Suburbs,
and only two in the Main City. It is possible that there
were more plots here than what is represented in the
archaeological record. However, in this case, the
plots would likely have had to be made from different
materials, since those made of mud brick were
preserved so well.
The grid pattern design is not unique to Amarna.
Similar gardens have been found across Egypt and
the broader Near East, and are not limited to a single
time period. Prominent examples of this gardening
method can be seen in Nubia at Mirgissa, inhabited
between c. 2125–1550 BC, and Amara West, an
island town founded in the Nineteenth Dynasty. A
grid pattern garden was recently found at Dra Abu elNaga North, in Luxor, which dates to the Twelfth
Dynasty (Galán and Garcia 2019). Interestingly, the
design of the Egyptian grid-pattern garden is similar
to two other small-scale gardening methods: the
modern technique known as Square Foot Gardening,
developed in the 1970s, and the waffle gardens
used by Pueblo communities in the south-western
United States of America (Figure 4). This seems to
attest the functionality of the design. The main
benefit of the grid system would have been the
ability to manage water effectively. Having mud-brick
walls and a hard-packed mud floor would isolate the
areas which needed to be watered and stop water
from soaking into the surrounding ground. This
would have been particularly necessary for residents
of the Workmen’s Village, since all water had to be
brought to the village from the Main City, and thus
had to be used as efficiently as possible. The design
of the individual plots would have also allowed plants
to be harvested without stepping on or disturbing
other plants growing around them.
Despite their standardised design, there does not
appear to have been a single purpose for the
gardens at Amarna. They appear to have had three
main functions, based on their individual context: to
grow plants for food, to grow plants for religious
ceremonies, and to provide aesthetic scenery. The
number of plots found would not have been

4
Figure 4. A replica waffle garden made out of compacted dirt at the
University of Redlands. From: http://urwafflegarden.blogspot.com

sufficient to provide a substantial amount of food.
They may instead have been used to grow food which
supplemented the staples produced by large-scale
agriculture, much of which seems to have taken
place on the west bank of the river. Archaeobotanical
research at the Workmen’s Village and Kom el-Nana
has revealed many plant species that were likely
grown in the plots (Stevens and Clapham 2014). A lot
of these may be considered luxury items, including
celery, coriander, cumin, beet, basil, and carrots.
These are food crops, but they are not staple foods
like emmer wheat and barley. They would have been
used primarily for their flavour. Growing herbs and
other luxury foods also relates to the sensory
experience of the gardens. Using valuable space and
resources to produce flavourful plants, rather than
staple foods, suggests that taste was highly valued
by the families or groups who were working the plots.
In the case of the Workmen’s Village, a settlement
that housed tomb workers, this paints an interesting
picture of a life more luxurious than might at first be
assumed. We know that the residents there were
also farming pigs, animals which can be quite
resource intensive (Kemp 1987, 36–40). Having
access to meat and herbs suggests that at least
some aspects of life in the Workmen’s Village may
have been relatively prosperous.
Plant remains also suggest that the plots may have
been used to grow plants for religious purposes
(Stevens and Clapham 2014). Olive, Withania
somnifera (Ashwagandha) and species of Asteraceae
(Daisy) are known to have been used in the making
of ceremonial wreaths. The majority of gardens that
survive at Amarna were located in close proximity to
a ritual site. Having access to ceremonial plants by
growing them nearby would have been particularly
beneficial to people living at the outlying sites. A
similar proposal can be applied to a grid pattern
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Figure 5. Part of a scene from
the Tomb of Reneni at Elkab,
showing a grid-pattern garden
in the presence of Anubis and
Osiris. Image kindly provided
by José Galán.

5
garden recently excavated at Thebes (Galán and
Garcia 2019, 4). The garden was associated with a
tomb, and was proposed to have had both practical
and symbolic uses. Practically, it could have been
used for cultivating offerings for the deceased. The
garden could have also had symbolic purposes,
perhaps representing a place for the tomb owner’s
soul to rest and seek solace in the afterlife. Some of
the gardens at Amarna could have also served as
funerary gardens, like the one at Thebes. The
gardens at the Workmen’s Village and house L50.9
in the Main City were likely associated with family
groups, and could have been used in conjunction
with nearby shrines to commemorate deceased
ancestors.
Outside Amarna, grid-pattern gardens were
sometimes depicted in reliefs bearing religious
significance. An example of this comes from the
early Eighteenth Dynasty tomb of Reneni at Elkab,
EK 7, where a grid-pattern garden can be seen in
front of the chapels of Osiris and Anubis (Figure 5).
Gardens are known to have had a connection with
Osiris, although it is uncertain whether this

connection would have remained during the Amarna
Period. It is also important to note the aesthetic
value which the gardens would have held as a touch
of greenery in a desert environment. The garden at
the North Palace appears to have been used as an
aesthetic feature. It would likely have been
considered a sacred garden, and may have been
associated with cult practices at the Palace.
The study of ancient gardening has great potential to
reveal information about past societies, such as how
they sourced their food and other plant-based
materials. Gardening practices on a small-scale, like
the plots found at Amarna, also allow us to
understand the human aspect of production. The
gardens would likely have been used together by
families or other social groups to provide luxury
foods, plants for religious ceremonies, and aesthetic
scenery. Due to its functionality in managing water,
among other advantages, the method of grid-pattern
gardening can be seen as having been a
fundamental part of small-scale gardening at
Amarna.
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Figure 1. Reconstruction of the South Pavilion and the pylon entrance
behind which it stood. The positions of internal doorways are hypothetical.
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Figure 2. Photograph of the South Pavilion near the end of the 1991 season.
View to the west.

The South Pavilion gardens
at Kom el-Nana
As a complement to Kenwood Parnham’s article on gardens at Amarna Barry Kemp provides a short account of an additional pair of
gardens at Kom el-Nana.

In the late 1980s and 1990s the Amarna expedition (then running in the
name of the Egypt Exploration Society) carried out extensive
excavations at Kom el-Nana in a bid to gather information about the
site which was being targeted by farmers for cultivation. An early
conclusion was that it was to be identified with the ‘Sunshade (that is,
sun temple) of Nefertiti’ mentioned on the first set of Amarna’s
Boundary Stelae (Kemp 1995, 455–60). This identification was
subsequently confirmed from fragments of the original stone
decoration on which the name appears (Williamson 2016, 150–57).
One part of the site comprised the eroded remains of
a mud-brick building to which the name South
Pavilion was given (a location plan is given in Kemp
1995, 435, Figure 15.14). It was excavated during
the seasons of 1990 and 1991, with plans made by
Imogen Grundon, Sue Cole and Chris Kirby. The
building, a long and narrow rectangular platform
measuring 38.30 x 13.75 m, its pavement c. 40 cm
above the surrounding mud-plastered ground,
occupies a focal point at the southern end of the
Kom el-Nana enclosure (Figure 1). The southern
enclosure wall was interrupted by a pair of large
pylon towers built from mud bricks. The broad

gateway between them had been floored with a
raised pavement of stone blocks reached by low
sand-filled ramps on the inside and outside. The
plan suggests that the person for whom the South
Pavilion was intended entered the enclosure
between the pylon towers and almost immediately
reached their destination, a staircase which led into
the building. This did not serve as a place of transit,
however. It had no corresponding door and staircase
on the north side. The building could also be entered
via staircases and doorways on the east and west
sides. In facing south and being one of the
southernmost buildings of the city one wonders from
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Figure 3. Excavation plan of the western half of the South Pavilion based on the plans by
Imogen Grundon, 1990, 1991.
Figure 4. View, to the south-west, of the eastern sunken garden in the South Pavilion.
Figure 5. Three fragments of painted gypsum floor plaster from the fill of the eastern sunken
garden in the South Pavilion.
Figure 6. Section through one of the tree pits on the south side of the western sunken garden.
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51.67

51.20

51.23
51.58

51.69

51.29
51.39

51.54

51.58

51.43

51.49

51.64
51.59

51.28
51.20

51.24
51.60

51.30

51.60

51.24
51.25

<6223>

51.65

51.48

(6623)

51.61

Y14

Z14

51.27

[6036]

6630

X14

51.27

51.28

51.36

51.49

51.58

51.61

51.50

51.39

51.52

51.43

51.54
51.50

51.49

51.50

51.51

[6027]

51.54
51.37

51.50

51.37

51.53

50.99

topsoil only
removed

51.4

51.33

51.50

51.61

50.88
51.11

51.40
51.61

51.63

51.49

51.63
51.62
51.00

51.63

51.39

51.48

51.15
51.14
51.40

51.18

50.78

51.1

51.23

51.47

51.56

51.49
51.51

51.42

51.17
51.60

51.56

51.59

51.60
51.20
51.58

51.55
51.54

51.48

AA15

51.56
51.46

51.57
<6883>

51.55
50.88

51.61

51.45

51.41

51.50

51.63
51.55

50.88

51.59

51.63

51.65
51.62

50.63
50.41
49.95

50.41
49.94

51.54
51.60

51.37
51.57

Z15

51.58

51.58
50.86

50.54

51.59

51.47

50.70

[6044]

51.34

51.40

51.22
51.45

51.23

51.58

51.44

51.35

51.18

[6608]

X15

51.49

51.24

51.03
51.25

50.67
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51.65

51.48

50.91

51.12

51.19

(6050)

51.44

[6637]

50.36

<6485>

51.01
51.14

51.32

51.26

51.41

51.16

51.39

51.64

51.02

50.91

51.15
[6212]

51.23

51.35

51.50

51.48

51.05

6033

51.53

51.12

50.87

51.11
51.40

51.41
51.64

51.41

51.63

50.39
49.89

50.49

50.83
50.79

51.07

51.16

[6213]

[6615]

51.48
<6614>

51.64

51.43

50.49

6870

51.47

[6559]

51.66

51.55

51.40

51.23
51.57

[6602]

51.50

(6042)

51.41
50.32 50.49
[6483]

51.49

51.50

51.50

51.51

51.38

[6636]
50.46
50.48

50.48
[6480]

51.32

51.38

50.41
49.96
51.59

51.42

[6470]

50.46

50.40
49.93

[6230]

<6476>

50.53
50.34
[6638]

51.38

51.49

51.41

<6468>

[6469]

50.50

51.56

51.28

50.79

(6211)

51.45
51.49

50.84

50.80

51.41

51.54

[6041]

51.41

50.48
50.31

<6475>

51.58

51.41

51.11
51.26
51.53

51.65
[6046]

50.41

51.41
51.11

51.26

51.65

51.42

51.41

50.58

[6467]

51.45

[6612]

50.71
50.79

51.59 51.45

51.44

51.63

51.47
[6242]

50.52
50.34

[6466]

[6465]

51.54

51.51

51.52

51.61
50.43
50.45

51.23

AC16

51.45

51.50

50.49

51.36

51.20

50.95

51.59

51.43

[6464]

51.03

51.48
51.46

AB16

51.42

[6463]

51.03

51.27
51.46
51.46

51.49

51.49

51.52

51.59

50.54
30.36

50.58
50.53
50.32

50.53
50.31

51.53
51.27
50.81

50.52
50.33

50.57
51.59
[6320]

51.60

51.36

50.60

50.58

50.52
50.33
[6461]

51.55

51.51

51.34
51.25
50.93

51.18

AA16

51.45

51.50

51.57

51.44

51.46
51.49

[6047]

51.40

51.60

[6460]

[6459]

50.57
50.76

51.47

51.51

51.22

50.56
50.38

50.52
50.35

50.54
50.36
[6458]

[6457]

51.39

[6041]

51.52
51.46

51.56

50.61

50.53
50.35

Z16

51.23

51.48

51.62
50.54
50.39
[6453]

51.64
51.62

Y16

51.03

51.52

[6248]

51.62

51.01
50.92

51.46

51.51

51.51
6870

X16

51.52

51.61

51.25

51.22

AA14

51.28
51.24
51.20

AC14

AB14

51.42 51.38

51.51

51.32

51.37

51.40
51.61
51.26

51.28

51.28

5127

51.29

51.52

51.27
51.26

51.29

51.29

6031

51.27

51.25

N

51.26

0

5

51.27

51.25

51.27

51.28

metres
51.28

X13

Y13

Z13

AA13

AB13

51.26

where the owner would have come and why entry
through the pylon entrance would have been so
quickly blocked by the South Pavilion. The end point
of movement could have been a throne placed on
the axis and at the back of the central columned
hall, facing south. The seeming separation of the
pavilion from the rest of the Kom el-Nana enclosure
makes one also wonder if it was intended for
someone other than Nefertiti.
The central roofed part of the South Pavilion was
flanked on east and west by walled courtyards, 11.5
x 10 m (Figure 2). A central part of each was
occupied by a rectangular pit, 4.9 x 2.7 m and c. 1 m
deep, defined by a thick brick wall (Figure 3). On the
floor of each pit a gridded garden was laid out. Each
garden comprised four north–south rows of eight
square plant beds, the beds themselves
approximating to the size of a small cubit of 45 cm
(Figure 4). Each bed was separated from its
neighbour by a low ridge of mud and partly filled with
dark soil to provide a medium for plant growth. No
means of access is visible although areas of damage

51.25

51.32

AC13

3

to the middle of the south side of each garden might
mark places where people had climbed in and out.
The gardens must have been watered by people
carrying in water from an outside source which has
not been located. The large circular hole in the floor
of the western garden is part of extensive damage to
the southern end which is probably later.
Each garden was surrounded by a mud-brick
pavement which had suffered varying degrees of
erosion. Both garden pits had become partly filled
with rubble after the building had been abandoned.
Embedded in the fill of the eastern garden were
many fragments of painted gypsum floor plaster
(Figure 5). They still await full study but on some
fragments plant designs can be identified. It could
be, therefore, that the sunken gardens were
surrounded by broad surfaces of brightly painted
plant designs on a white background. On the south
side of each garden a line of four circular pits had
been dug, presumably to enable trees to be grown
within them (Figure 6).
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Latin name

Common name (English)

Acacia cf. nilotica

acacia

Anethum graveolens

dill

Apium graveolens

celery

KN
South Pavilion

KN
unenclosed

WV
Chapel 531

garlands







Asteraceae, species of



Beta vulgaris

beet



Carthamus tinctoris

safflower



Centaura depressa

cornflower

Citrullus lanatus

watermelon

Conyza dioscorides

horseweed, butterweed, fleabane

Coriandrum sativum

coriander



Cucumis cf. melo

melon



Daucus sp.

wild carrot (fruits/mericarps)



Ficus sycomorus

sycamore fig

Juniperus sp.

juniper

Melilotus sp.

sweet clover

Mentha sp.

mint

Mimusops laurifolia

persea



Nigella sativa

black cumin, caraway





Nymphaea caerulea

blue lotus

Ocumen cf. basilicum

basil





Olea europea

olive leaves, stones



Ricinus communis

castor
















Tamarix aphylla

tamarisk



Vitis vinifera

grape seeds



Withania somnifera

winter cherry, Ashwagandha



Ziziphus spina-christi

Christ’s thorn

It seems to be natural for people to find a simple
pleasure in seeing plants grow, one which does not
require rationalisation. Thus it is not always
necessary to find specific reasons for gardens or for
individual plants within them. But, in the context of






Sinapis alba OR Raphanus sp. white mustard OR radish

The soil in each of the gridded garden beds of the
western set was sampled and dry-sieved by
archaeobotanists Chris Stevens and Alan Clapham
(Stevens and Clapham 2014; Table 1). Caution
needs to be exercised when considering the lists.
The introduced soil might have already contained
plant remains; it is not inevitable that everything
that grew in the beds left identifiable remains; and
we do not know for how many years the gardens
were maintained, perhaps with changes to the
species being grown. Yet the Kom el-Nana list is
also generally compatible with species lists from
chapel gardens in the Workmen’s Village, both in
the range of plants present and those that are
absent. Particular species will also have had
characteristics not entirely like their domestic
modern representatives. Thus the wild carrot and
celery are likely to have been too woody or fibrous
for humans to eat, and melons too bitter (Murray
2000, 648 comments on melons).










ancient Egypt, we know that the growth of plants
also served as an obvious symbol for regeneration
and thus for the invisible power of nature
(summarised in the names, attributes and images
of gods) constantly to promote new life. This readily
transferred to the idea that plants reinforced a
regeneration of human life after death. Garlands of
plants, buried with the dead or placed on their
statues, were a straightforward way of marking this
connection. Moreover, the way in which plant
groupings are shown as decorative elements
painted on house walls and on palace floors
(including those in the South Pavilion itself); and
also as worn and carried by people and as draped
on pottery vessels and wooden stands also points
to the likelihood that cut plants were widely used
throughout the city.
Table 1 summarises the plant species identified
from the South Pavilion garden plots (and a single
species from an unenclosed garden plot at Kom elNana), together with species from a miniature
garden at a family memorial chapel at the
Workmen’s Village (Chapel 531, Figure 7). Also
included are species identified as present in
several actual garlands from the New Kingdom

Table 1. List of plants and trees
which occur in two contexts at
Kom el-Nana (South Pavilion and
the unenclosed grid plots) and at
the Workmen’s Village chapel 531
(Stevens and Clapham 2014).
Also included are species in
garlands found with mummies
and on statues (after Heilmeyer
2011, Germer 2011).

horizon
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(Germer 2011, Heilmeyer 2011). Of the ten species
found in garlands, five have been identified amongst
the contents of the listed garden plots. Whilst some of
the species might have had properties which led to
them being grown for other purposes, the lists seem,
none the less, to make a case for considering that
one reason for the choice of plants was to provide raw
materials for the making of garlands, not necessarily
in connection with funerals. They could, for example,

Figure 7. Outline plan of Workmen’s Village chapels
528–531 (a portion of the Workmen’s Village master
plan). The garden plots are coloured green.

have been used to decorate the South Pavilion itself
and the furniture which it would doubtless have
contained.
Note
The text and illustrations are part of a study of garden
plots at Amarna and their units of measurement first
written by Pamela Rose and Barry Kemp in 1990 and
now being revised and completed.
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Obituaries
Surésh Dhargalkar, LVO, RIBA, FRPSL,
died on April 9th, 2020.
Surésh was an architect specialising in conservation who spent much
of his career working for the British Royal Household, principally as
Superintending Architect heading a wide range of projects including
the restoration of St George’s Hall, Windsor Castle after the fire of
1992. In retirement he spread his interests further and, through an
introduction by Michael Mallinson, in 1997 took on the role of
architectural conservation supervisor at Amarna. At both the North
Palace and the Small Aten Temple he deployed his tact and genial
authority as, over the years, he guided his team of local builders and
workmen as they made mud bricks to his own formula and then used
them to repair lengths of mud-brick wall which helped to define the
shapes of these two key buildings at Amarna. He also found the time to make significant
improvements to the expedition house. On one occasion he brought with him an electrician
friend and together they rewired the whole house to a higher and safer standard than before.

 Surésh at work in the North Palace, 2002.
Photo Barry Kemp.

He is affectionately remembered by members of the expedition.

‘I worked with him on one of our early design jobs when we started (the graphic design business)
2g in his role of working on an exhibition for the Royal Philatelic Collection. I remember him as a
gentle and kind soul with impeccable manners, a true gentleman who lived an interesting and
rich life.’ Vicky
‘He was so much fun to work with and the joy he found at Amarna (and in donkeys) was really
infectious. His cooking was fabulous too! I still make his bombay potatoes.’ Kate
‘He certainly changed the dig house in more ways than one and was usually smiling with an
added cheeky little laugh. You should erect a memorial plaque on the shower house so people can
remember how fortunate they are and thank him.’ Ann
 Surésh at Amarna, 1997. Photo Gwil Owen.

Nicoletta Pirazzoli of Bologna and Trieste
passed away on 30th August 2019.
A botanist by profession, she developed a passion for ancient
history and archaeology, especially the archaeology of ancient
Egypt. She loved to share her enthusiasm, and for ten years was
a generous supporter of the Amarna expedition. Part of that
support came through organising lectures in Italy on the current
work at Amarna, occasions marked by hospitality and the
pleasures of relaxed good company. Alas for the early passing of
a person with such a zest for life, learning and friendship.
Nicoletta Pirazzoli. Photo Salima Ikram.
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Giving Circles
The work of the Amarna Project is funded by grants and by donations from the public. One channel of donation
is the Amarna Trust, a UK-registered charity (no. 1161292). For information go to: www.amarnatrust.com
One way of donating is through the web site: www.justgiving.com/amarnatrust

In appreciation of your
regular gift, we welcome
you into one of our
giving circles:

The Akhetaten Circle

The Meryra Circle

The Akhetaten Circle brings our supporters together to share
in our work.

The Meryra Circle was established to thank our most loyal
and committed supporters.

To join, we ask you to consider a gift of £10 per month. In
appreciation of this gift, you will receive a donor pin, be
included in a separate category of our donor lists and receive
an invitation to a special event. The Akhetaten Circle is proof
that great things can happen when people band together in
support.

To join, we ask you to consider a gift of £500 per year. In
appreciation of this gift, you will receive a donor pin, be
included in a separate category of our donor lists and receive
an invitation to a special event. If you are a UK high-rate
tax-payer, your gift can also count towards a tax-deduction.

To join the Akhetaten Circle, please visit our Justgiving page

To join the Meryra Circle, please visit our Justgiving page

www.justgiving.com/amarnatrust

www.justgiving.com/amarnatrust

and choose ‘Make a monthly donation’ at the top right,
choosing the £10.00 option on the next page. The entirety of
your gift will support our Annual Fund.

and enter a gift amount of £500 when prompted. The entirety
of your gift will support our Annual Fund.

A special appeal is also under way for funds to construct a much-needed extension to the storage facilities beside the expedition house
at Amarna for material found by the excavations: www.justgiving.com/fundraising/amarna-project-magazine
The Trust is able to benefit from the present UK tax legislation by reclaiming tax on donations from UK tax-payers under the Gift Aid
scheme, which increases the value of the gift by nearly a third. The Justgiving donations website does this part of the transaction
automatically. Otherwise it is necessary to accompany each donation with a Gift Aid declaration form or a similar letter. There are
further tax advantages for donors who pay at higher rates.
For residents of the USA, donations can be made either to the Amarna Research Foundation or to the Cambridge in America
Foundation (both 501(c)(3) tax-exempt organisations) with the request that the donation be made into a grant for The Amarna Trust.
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Website downloads
Great Aten Temple

www.amarnaproject.com/pages/recent_projects/excavation/great_aten_temple
Great Aten Temple – Report on Recent Work (February–May, 2020) Barry Kemp, Miriam Bertram, Anna Hodgkinson and others
May 2020

Bead workshop

www.amarnaproject.com/pages/recent_projects/excavation/beadwork
Report on a Study Season (2019) on Material Excavated at Site M50.14-16 (PDF) Anna Hodgkinson November 2019
Study season on material excavated at M50.14-16 Spring 2020 (PDF) Anna Hodgkinson March 2020
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Great Aten Temple
limestone block scheme
Below and opposite are listed the names of those who have donated one or more of the limestone blocks being used to mark the
outline of the temple. Each block bears the name of the donor.
Many more blocks are needed. If you would like to dedicate one, visit our funding-page:

www.gofundme.com/be-part-of-the-great-aten-temple

It will be inscribed according to your wishes, and you will receive a certificate with a photo of your block and a note of its position in the
temple, as the inscription will be not visible after it has been laid.

Aaron White
Adam Cadwell
Adriana Gonzalez
Aimee Dean
Alberto Arco
Alberto Gurni
Alejandra de las Casas
Alejandra Folgarait
Alexander Heynen
Alexander Leonhard
Webber
Alexandra Sills

Alexandra Winkels
Ali Ball
Alicia Cahn
Alicia Calvete
Alissa Bandy
Almudena Diaz
Amanda Wilson
Ana Maria Devoto
Anand Balaji
Andrea Gray-Botkin
Andrea Romero de la
Fuente

Andrea Viva
Andrew Bannister
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The Trust invites donations from individuals or from corporations.
Donations can be earmarked for particular purposes or they can be
allocated by the Trust in pursuit of the stated objects of the Trust. The Trust
is able to benefit from the present UK tax legislation by reclaiming tax on
donations from UK tax-payers under the Gift Aid scheme, which increases
the value of the gift by nearly a third. The Justgiving donations web site
does this part of the transaction automatically. Otherwise it is necessary to
accompany each donation with a Gift Aid declaration form or a similar
letter. There are further tax advantages for donors who pay at higher rates.

For residents of the USA, donations can be made
either to the Amarna Research Foundation or to
the Cambridge in America Foundation (both
501(c)(3) tax-exempt organisations) with the
request that the donation be made into a grant
for The Amarna Trust.
To make a donation to the Amarna Trust, go to
www.amarnatrust.com/supporting-amarna

All work done at Amarna relies upon the support and agreement of the Ministry of Tourism and
Antiquities of the Arab Republic of Egypt. We are indebted to its personnel, both local and in Cairo.
Thanks to those who have recently supported the Amarna Trust and the Amarna Project:
Amarna Research Foundation // Ancient World Tours (Janet Shepherd/Peter Allingham) // Blessing Films (Dalia El-Abd)
Bloomsbury Summer School // Mercia Egyptology Society // Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York // Sandstone Global
SSAE // Sussex Egyptology // Windfall Films
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Ancient World Tours run regular tours that include Amarna and we are proud to be sponsors of the excavations carried out
by the Amarna Project. Contact AWT on +44 (0) 333 335 9494 or at www.ancient.co.uk or at amarna@ancient.co.uk

